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INTRODUCTION

The phrase “new federalism” connotes an asserted reinvigoration of states’
rights by the U.S. Supreme Court and other institutions.  The expected result is
placement of substantive limits on the federal government’s exercise of power
over states and individuals.  New federalism, as it has developed over recent
years, has two related strands:  judicial and legislative.  The judicial strand refers
to constitutional limits that the U.S. Supreme Court has placed principally on
federal congressional power over states.  Recent decisions include United States
v. Lopez,  Printz v. United States,  and Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida.1 2 3

The legislative strand involves a congressional about-face in rethinking the
presumption that national problems require a solution initiated or controlled by
the federal government.  In just the last few years, for example, Congress has
eliminated the federal welfare entitlement and permitted states to experiment
with their own welfare systems.  And although perhaps less sweeping than
welfare reform, elimination of the mandatory federal sixty-five-miles-per-hour
speed limit on interstate highways—leaving state legislatures to enact speed
limits they deem appropriate—is an excellent doctrinal example of the legislative
strand.4

Together the changes emanating from both strands represent a significant
trend of shifting power from the federal government to the states.  It is no
coincidence that the judicial changes have occurred with a Supreme Court that
includes five justices appointed by Presidents Reagan and Bush and William
Rehnquist’s elevation to Chief Justice.  The legislative changes likewise follow
the 1994 Republican takeover of Congress.  But beyond the jurisprudential
importance of the Court’s decisions and the ideology of Congress’ cession of
power are the practical consequences of those decisions and philosophies to state
policy-makers.  Is this shift a positive redistribution of power to a level of
government closer to the people?  Or, is it an abdication of responsibility by the
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federal government to smaller governmental units unprepared to expend the
significant effort and resources required to manage complex economic and social
problems? 

In my view, the devolution of federal power is generally a positive
development.  Too much, however, can be made of the supposed trend toward the
new federalism.  Not all of the federal government’s relinquishment of power is
progressive; not all of the power shifts that are progressive were initiated by the
federal government; and the federal government continues to expand its power
in some areas—at least formally.  Thus, for state policy-makers, the practical
effects of the new federalism must be measured in each discrete area of public
policy.

As a state policy-maker and Indiana’s chief legal officer, I have the
opportunity to discover the impact of the new federalism in many areas of public
policy.  From that vantage point, I make four observations.  First, an acute impact
of the Supreme Court’s new federalism is the live debate over Indian gaming
among the competing sovereignties of states, Indian tribes, and the federal
government.  Second, the power shift from the national to state governments
requires a determination of whether states, and more specifically state policy-
makers, are prepared to take up the regulatory slack.  If they are not, adjustments
in state policy must be made—some quickly.  Third, while the national
government appears to continue attempting to expand its authority in some areas,
upon closer analysis this ostensibly countervailing trend is more perception than
substance.  Real power is indeed shifting from the federal to state governments.
Finally, offshoots of original concepts of federalism are at work today that fill
gaps in federal exercise of power and fit well into the contemporary notion of
expanded state powers.

I.  INDIAN GAMING:  AN AREA CLEARLY IMPACTED BY

THE NEW FEDERALISM

Legal and illegal gambling are on the rise in the United States.   In spite of,5

or perhaps because of, the rise in gambling, many states want the opportunity to
prohibit or strictly regulate any further expansion of gambling within their
borders.  However, as applied to Indian gaming this becomes difficult because
under federal law states have little say in, and almost no regulatory control over,
Indian lands.  In most cases, states have no criminal or civil jurisdiction over
Indian lands.  Regulation is left to tribal authorities and the federal government.6

Gaming on Indian lands is governed by the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act
(“IGRA”).   IGRA has at least two important features that implicate states’ rights.7

With some significant and controversial exceptions, Indian tribes cannot
establish casino-style gambling and other games such as bingo, lotteries, and pull
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tabs on lands tribes acquired after October 17, 1988.8

Until October 1996, the U.S. Department of Interior (“Interior”) took the
position that states had no right to challenge judicially its decision to take land
in trust for a tribe for gaming purposes.  In classic “Catch-22” fashion, Interior
argued that a land-acquisition decision was not ripe for challenge by a state until
the land was actually acquired, and once the land was acquired, the decision was
unreviewable under the federal Quiet Title Act.   Interior maintained that9

untenable position until it reached the U.S. Supreme Court in Department of
Interior v. South Dakota.   Interior then did an about-face, quickly promulgating10

rules that provided for judicial review, thus mooting the case.   Justice Scalia,11

for one, signaled his displeasure at Interior’s strategic maneuvering at the state’s
expense.12

In some instances, federal law purports to require states to negotiate a
compact with a tribe that intends to conduct gaming on Indian land.   A state that13

negotiates a compact with a tribe may try to obtain some regulatory power and
fees or taxes.  But what if the state refuses to negotiate a gaming compact or the
state and the tribe cannot agree to terms?  Until March 1996, it was thought that
IGRA itself solved this problem by permitting tribes to sue states in federal
district court.   However, in Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida,  the U.S.14 15

Supreme Court held that provision of IGRA unconstitutional.   The Court held16

that Congress could not, under the Eleventh Amendment, use its Indian
Commerce Clause power to haul non-consenting states into federal court.17

In the wake of Seminole Tribe, Interior is in the process of promulgating
rules for approval and enforcement of gaming compacts in which states are
deemed to have refused to bargain in good faith.   In short, Interior appears to18

be taking the position that the executive branch may do what the Eleventh
Amendment prohibits federal courts from doing:  forcing a gaming compact on
an unconsenting state.  Last year, Congress placed a moratorium on consideration
of most tribal-state gaming compacts because of Interior’s threat to
administratively adjudicate whether a state had negotiated in “good faith” and
design a gaming compact accordingly.   In June 1998, I signed a letter with19
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twenty-four other state attorneys general objecting to Interior’s proposed
rulemaking arguing in part that the Secretary of Interior lacks power to
circumvent Seminole Tribe’s prescription of Eleventh Amendment immunity.

Whatever the outcome of the sovereignty battles between states, tribes, and
the federal government, it is clear that the Supreme Court’s Seminole Tribe
decision and the Eleventh Amendment principles that underlie it form the
backdrop for resolution of the issues.   Thus, in this area, the new federalism (as20

propounded by the Court) does impact state policy-makers in a direct and
continuing way.21

II.  CAN STATE POLICY MAKERS FILL THE VOID NEW

FEDERALISM CREATES?

One major trend in federal-state relations over the last decade is the shift of
power from the federal government to the states in several areas of substantive
policy, including welfare reform and, to a lesser extent, environmental
enforcement.  This trend is a challenge to states, especially “small-government”
states like Indiana, to find the best solutions for these problems that our national
government has been unable to solve.

In the welfare-reform arena, the federal government has largely ended the
cookie-cutter approach of prescribing national standards for administering the
primary program for assistance to families, Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (“AFDC”).   Now, it sends block grants to states to develop their own22

programs.  While the new federal Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(“TANF”)  legislation does establish some standards—including five-year time-23

limit and work requirements—states are free to spend the block grants in a
variety of ways:  for direct payments to families, child care subsidies, and
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education and training.24

Under this initiative, states have been successful in moving families off
welfare rolls, but the evidence is more mixed about states’ successes in actually
assisting families in moving out of poverty.  Several recent studies show that
many families are not economically better off under the current welfare reform
even though they are no longer receiving benefits.   This may be a warning sign25

that some states are not prepared to handle the complex issues arising from the
shift of responsibility for administering welfare from the federal government to
the states.

In the area of environmental law, the Environmental Protection Agency also
has given the states a good deal more flexibility and freedom in enforcing the
federal environmental laws that have been a primary tool for regulation in states
like Indiana.   The rhetoric in environmental enforcement always has been that26

the states will accomplish it with loose supervision from Washington, but lately
this philosophy has become more of a reality.  While Washington sets the broad
goals, states are given a good deal of freedom in determining how to meet the
goals.

With the freedom, and often the responsibility, to make policy in these areas,
an important question is whether states are up to the task.  Indiana, for example,
prides itself on its citizen-legislature, and our legislature remains part-time.  It
could be argued that Indiana and some other states have been able to maintain
part-time legislatures because Congress, with its enormous staff and research
capabilities, has sifted the data, done the research, and written the law in so many
areas.  I am not advocating that the Indiana General Assembly dramatically
increase its staff and research budget or that it become a  full-time body as a
reaction to new federalism.  But, I am raising the question, as Congress
diminishes its welfare-administration and environmental enforcement
responsibilities to name two, whether states are prepared to make the increasingly
complex and sophisticated policy judgments the new federalism requires.

My concern has multiple layers.  If  some states cannot keep up with the
demands of these new responsibilities, even more power will be ceded to special
interests who have resources in those states.  Special interest groups, it seems,
always have data and they always have influence.   Just look at the continued27
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success of the tobacco lobby in many state legislatures despite strong public
sentiment against them.   If the Indiana General Assembly has to assume28

responsibility for crafting welfare or environmental policy, but their own
legislative staff and other government agencies are not able to give the General
Assembly the information it needs, interest groups will have even more influence
in promoting their agendas.  This phenomenon will likely be especially evident
in areas like telecommunications and utility deregulation, where the industries
are well stocked with information and influence. 

The shift of power to the states also raises questions about public scrutiny
and involvement.  My office has been active in ensuring that Indiana’s laws
requiring open meetings and access to records are followed and enforced.29

When policy-making is done in a single location, it is easy for national media to
focus on and scrutinize that policy-making.  Most national news organizations
have large staffs in Washington covering Congress, the White House, and even
the regulatory agencies.  When policy-making is dispersed, news media are
challenged to make sure that they follow what is happening in fifty state capitals
among fifty legislatures and countless state agencies.30

With policy-making shifting to the states, it is even more important for the
media to ensure vigilantly that decisions are subject to public scrutiny.  The
media will have to become more sophisticated in following the debates that take
place in the halls of the legislature as well as administrative developments in the
hundreds of regulatory agencies in each state.   Unless the media live up to this31

challenge, public involvement in and scrutiny of important decisions will fall
unacceptably short.32
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III.  OSTENSIBLE AGGRANDIZEMENT BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

AND THE ECHO EFFECT

In the criminal-law area, federal statutory authority has been increasing.
Congress has been expanding the federal criminal code to cover more criminal
conduct such as carjacking,  and has expanded the number of federal homicides33

subject to the death penalty.   But do these federal statutes really amount to a34

federalization of criminal law?  And is this federalization a rebuttal to the
premise of new federalism?

Upon closer scrutiny, a good argument can be made that these new federal
laws create more image than substance.  Despite this increased federal statutory
authority, the federal government continues to play a limited role in investigating
and prosecuting criminal defendants in Indiana.  By comparing the number of
criminal filings in state and federal court and the number of state and federal law
enforcement officers in Indiana, it is obvious that day-to-day law-enforcement
activity remains primarily a state and local function.  Almost all criminal
offenders in Indiana are arrested by local or state law enforcement; if convicted,
they are sentenced before state judges;  if the sentence is suspended, they are35

placed on county probation;  if the sentence is executed, they are sent to state36

prison and eventually released from state prison to state parole.37

Today, there are approximately 3000 federal criminal laws on the books
covering more criminal offenses than ever before.   In recent years, Congress has38

been expanding the federal criminal code to punish not just crimes on
government property or affecting interstate commerce but conduct already
criminalized by the states.  The Federal and Indiana criminal codes have
concurrent jurisdiction over many crimes including nonsupport of a child,  auto39

theft,  arson,  and various drug  and gun offenses.40 41 42 43

This dual sovereignty over criminal offenses has created an overlap in
jurisdiction and blurred lines of demarcation for federal and state investigators.
As Marion County Prosecutor from 1991 through 1994, I filed criminal charges
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for state-law violations that federal agents investigated.  Drug Enforcement and
U.S. Customs agents made arrests for state drug crimes.  U.S. Postal Inspectors
and U.S. Treasury agents filed state charges of forgery and fraud on a financial
institution in state court.  The FBI even provided some assistance to my office
with a prominent rape investigation, prosecution, and conviction.  We had federal
and local law-enforcement officers working side by side on a drug task force and
on a fugitive-warrant team.

Now, as Attorney General, I oversee state investigators who ferret out fraud
in the federal Food Stamp and Medicaid programs.   These state investigators44

have not been subject to a Printz-like  commandeering by the federal45

government to perform this function.  The federal government provides adequate
funding for the investigators, which my office accepts with due appreciation.

Despite the expanded scope of the federal criminal code and the dual
jurisdiction of federal and state authorities, criminal enforcement in Indiana
remains primarily a state and local function.  This can be determined by
comparing the number of state and federal criminal cases filed, and the number
of state and federal law-enforcement officers serving in Indiana.  In 1997, nearly
50,000 felony criminal cases were filed in Indiana state courts,  while only 36746

criminal cases were filed in Indiana’s two federal courts.   Since 1986, the47

number of state felony cases filed has risen steadily from 35,000 to 50,000.48

Indiana courts have also seen increased filings in misdemeanor cases and juvenile
delinquencies.  The number of federal criminal cases filed in Indiana on the other
hand has not risen or kept pace with the number of state cases filed.  The period
between 1995 and 1997 showed the fewest criminal filings in Indiana federal
courts than in any other three year period since 1986.49

In 1997, Indiana employed 11,000 state and local full-time police officers.50

In 1996, there were 74,500 full-time federal law enforcement officers, only 629
of whom were assigned in Indiana, and only 288 of those federal law-
enforcement officers assigned in Indiana had police-response and criminal-
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investigation duties.51

The federal government always has been, and continues to be, proficient at
passing laws, collecting statistics, garnering publicity, and handing out money
(not necessarily in that order).  Indeed, in the area of law-enforcement policy, the
federal government influences Indiana with policy initiatives tied to federal
spending.  The Indiana Criminal Justice Institute  reports that the federal52

government provided over $32 million in grants, awards, and agreements for
criminal-justice programs.   The funding includes money for crime-victim53

assistance, victim-compensation benefits, violence-against-woman programs,
traffic safety, juvenile programs, and criminal-history improvement.  The level
of funding has increased each year since 1994.   President Clinton’s law-54

enforcement policy initiative to use federal funding to put additional police on
the streets has funded 673 additional police officers for 212 state and local police
agencies in Indiana.  Echoing this policy initiative of providing funding for
additional police officers, Indiana Governor Frank O’Bannon created the Law
Enforcement Assistance Fund.   State money from this fund has paid to hire,55

train, and equip 453 new police officers for 328 law-enforcement agencies
through grants from the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute.56

In the area of criminal procedure, Indiana’s rules and statutes are very
different from federal criminal procedures.  Indiana prosecutors can charge any
crime by information or grand-jury indictment.   Indiana rules and statutes vary57

from federal procedure on speedy trials,  discovery,  sentencing,  credit time,58 59 60 61

post-conviction relief,  and the appellate process.62

Even though state criminal laws and procedures often differ significantly
from federal, one incident of increased federal power in this century has been a
focus on federal constitutional rights almost to the exclusion of state-created
rights.  In many states, including Indiana, the development of state constitutional
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law has slowed accordingly.  In recent years, the Indiana Supreme Court has
purposefully encouraged a reinvigoration of state constitutional analysis.63

Interestingly, however, even after independent state constitutional analysis,
Indiana courts largely follow federal constitutional analysis concerning the rights
of the accused.  This does not signal a lack of commitment by the Indiana
Supreme Court in examining the Indiana Constitution’s bill of rights.  Rather, it
is an unsurprising result considering that the state and federal constitutions
codify rights that serve the same goals and values  and that the drafters of the64

1851 Indiana Constitution convened to reform the legislative and financial
processes of state government and did not focus on the rights of the accused.65

In search-and-seizure cases, Indiana courts apply an independent
reasonableness standard in evaluating the legality of police conduct.   Despite66

this separate state reasonableness test, Indiana decisions are consistent with
United States Supreme Court search-and-seizure decisions in:

! Terry v. Ohio for stop and frisks;  67

! Minnesota v. Dickerson in plain-feel cases;68

! Whren v. United States for pretext stops;69

! Rakas v. Illinois for standing;70

! Nix v. Williams on inevitable discovery;71

! New York v. Belton on search of a car incident;72

! Pennsylvania v. Mimms on removal of a driver from a car after a traffic
stop;73

! Maryland v. Wilson on removal of a passenger from a car after a traffic
stop;74
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78. 475 U.S. 412 (1986); Ajabu v. State, 693 N.E.2d 921 (Ind. 1998).
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! California v. Greenwood on searches of curbside trash;75

! Florida v. Rodriguez on consensual encounters;  and76

! Hodari v. California on seizure.77

Even though the Indiana Supreme Court extensively analyzed the state
Constitution on the privilege of self-incrimination, the court upheld the legality
of a confession following the result and logic of the 1986 United States Supreme
Court decision in Moran v. Burbine.   The Indiana Supreme Court also decided78

recently that Indiana should continue to follow the federal standard for
retroactivity of new rules of constitutional law.79

In sum, states do the Yoeman work in law enforcement, but find themselves
looking to the federal government for policy guidance and money.  And while the
Indiana Supreme Court is aggressive about interpreting the state Constitution, it
most often parallels the analysis of the federal Constitution.  Therefore, neither
the expanded federal power over crime nor the independent state constitutional
analysis, practically speaking, have produced significant change in the state law-
enforcement arena.  Thus, the trend toward the new federalism has not altered the
balance of federal-state power in this area.

IV.  A PROMISE OF ORIGINAL FEDERALISM REALIZED

(OR THE REVERSE ECHO EFFECT)

One of the promises of federalism is the value of states as laboratories of
experimentation.   In short, subject to the federal Supremacy Clause, each state80

may exert its sovereign power as it chooses.  States may choose different means
to regulate common ends, or they may regulate different ends altogether.  Varied
demographic, cultural, philosophical, geographic, or experiential influences will
produce varying regulation.  Over time, a state will be able to look to its sister
states’ regulatory approaches and results when implementing or evaluating its
own systems.

As discussed above, the federal government has often led states in legislating
criminal law, while states do the bulk of the law-enforcement work.  Sometimes,
I have observed, states “echo” federal criminal legislation by enacting an offense
or set of criminal laws first developed or implemented by the federal government.
This influence of the federal government over matters traditionally within state
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purview has marked the post-New Deal era.  In addition to the criminal law, for
example, states have adopted their own versions of federal statutes in areas such
as labor relations,  civil rights,  and environmental law.81 82 83

As we conclude the twentieth century, however, the opposite dynamic is at
work.  States are taking the initiative to analyze and attempt to solve problems
that the federal government has declined to address.  For example, as discussed
above, welfare reform as a concrete plan of action—as opposed to a vague attack
on liberalism—finds its antecedents in several state experiments, the most well-
known being the “Wisconsin Works” or “W2” workfare program developed by
Wisconsin Governor Tommy Thompson.84

More recently, it is the state tobacco litigation that provides the best example
of state-initiated reform achieving national results or, to put it another way, the
best example of the “echo effect” in reverse.  Mike Moore, the attorney general
of Mississippi, filed the first state tobacco lawsuit in May 1994.   The suit was85

brought by a state attorney general, in state court, based solely on state-law
theories.   Soon, other states filed their own similar suits.   Early in the86 87

Mississippi litigation, General Moore and others asked the U.S. Department of
Justice to join the tobacco litigation by becoming a party in the existing cases, by
filing suit separately in the name of the United States, or—at the very least—by
assisting the states in their suits.  The Justice Department declined and elected
instead to sit on the sidelines; therefore, the states went it alone.   Eventually,88

forty-one states and Puerto Rico filed lawsuits against the tobacco industry.   All89

but two were filed in state court and, overwhelmingly, the suits are proceeding
under state-law causes of action.90
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On June 20, 1997, the state attorneys general completed the historic tobacco
settlement and forwarded it to Congress for consideration.  Each participating
state, while not necessarily agreeing with all the details of the settlement,
willingly found itself in a consortium of sister states constituted to produce a
common result.  Together, state attorneys general proposed terms of settlement,
consulted with public-health groups, advised their governors and state legislators,
devised a system for allocating settlement proceeds, and tried to provide
Congress and the White House the incentive to pass the deal.  Moreover, states
have provided valuable assistance to each other in the litigation as it continues
to move forward in each state while the proposed settlement has been pending in
Congress.91

Congress has balked at enacting the tobacco settlement into law.  Although
politics has played a major role, many of the stumbling blocks to the legislation
involve compensation for the federal government and the nuances of federal
regulatory regimes.   Mississippi, on the other hand, with a trial date imminent92

and not having the luxury to wait for congressional action, entered into its own
settlement with the industry in July 1997.   Florida and Texas followed with93

their own settlements as trial dates approached in their cases.   The State of94

Minnesota became the first state to actually go to trial, settling the case just as the
decision was put in the jurors’ hands.95

And what was the federal reaction to the individual settlements?  The
Department of Health and Human Services effectively placed a Medicaid lien on
states’ settlement proceeds before the ink was dry on the tobacco industry’s
checks.   For perhaps the first time, the federal government has its hands out for96

a piece of a pie cooked up by the states.
The state tobacco litigation shows state initiative at work.  It is initiative that

might or might not be caused or furthered by the new federalism.  But regardless,
in the coming years, it will likely not be a singular instance of state-initiated
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reform or litigation even for problems national in scope.97

CONCLUSION

As a state policy-maker, I welcome the challenge of the “new federalism.”
The devolution of power to states creates an opportunity for initiatives and
innovations if states are prepared and assertive in meeting the responsibility of
power.  But bringing decisions closer to the voters could create problems if states
are unprepared and passive in facing the new federalism challenge.  With power
comes the responsibility to act with resolve, intelligence, and care.


